
The story Flowers for Algernon, by Daniel Keyes, 
is about a man named Charlie who has the chance to get 
surgery to make him a genius.  Charlie should not have 
gotten the surgery.  (title, author, summary, MI Sentence)

One reason he should not have gotten the surgery is 
because his brain started deteriorating after the surgery. 
The text states that Charlie began forgetting things he 
had learned, like German, after the surgery.  This means 
that Charlie had lots of knowledge, which he then lost. 
I think it would be very sad to know a lot of things, and 
then lose everything you know.  Charlie became sad 
about going back to being a challenged man, which is 
why he should have not gotten the surgery. (transition, 
evidence, transition, GREAT interpretation, relate back to MI sentence)

Another reason Charlie should not have gotten the 
surgery is because when he was a challenged man, he 
was technically happy.  For example, Charlie enjoyed 
the jokes, like “pull a Charlie Gorden”, that his 
“friends” made.  To me, this means that even though he 
was getting made fun of, Charlie was still having a good 
time and enjoying his life.  He laughed at his “friends” 
jokes too.  After the surgery, Charlie realized that his 
friends jokes, like “pull a Charlie Gorden”,  were 
actually meant to insult him, which made him sad. 
Therefore, in order for Charlie to remain happy, he 
should not have gotten the surgery! (transition, evidence, 
transition, GREAT interpretation, relate back to MI sentence)



Charlie should not have gotten the surgery because 
he was happier without it.  From this I learned that there 
are no short cuts in life.  The operation was a type of 
shortcut, and it was a naive decision.  So the next time I 
am faced with a shortcut-decision to make, I will think 
about the consequences. (restate the MI, explain the lesson learned, 
explain how you will apply this to your life)


